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Figure 1: (a) a physical block structure comprising 98 blocks; (b) a close-up of the blocks; (c) a bottom view of the circuit board inside each
block; and renderings of the virtual model recovered from the structure, one literal (d) and one interpreted (e). The literal rendering uses
associated shapes and colors to render the blocks. The virtual model is augmented automatically for the interpreted rendering.
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Figure 2: (a) a clay model; (b) its volumetric scan, computed from silhouette information; (c) the best match for it from a small library of
object templates; (d) the constituent parts of the interpreted virtual model; and (e) a frame from an automatically generated animation of the
virtual model running.

and complexity of the individual blocks. Externally pow-
ered blocks require connectors that handle the distribution of
power.

How do blocks communicate? The earliest systems used sim-
ple electronics to create a circuit-switched network in a block
structure. Recent systems have used a microcontroller in each
block, and a variety of message-passing architectures for com-
munication.

How is geometry computed? There are two general strate-
gies for computing connectivity, and thereby geometry. At
one extreme the connectivity computation can be controlled
centrally by the host computer; at the other extreme, it can be
organized as a distributed computation among the computing
elements in the blocks.

The system we have developed is just one point in a large space
spanned by the dimensions of connection, communication, and
computation, but it illustrates well the various design and engi-
neering issues involved. Its distinctive characteristics include the
following:

Very simple physical/electrical connection: We have
based the physical design of our blocks on the popular

LegoTM block. Although this choice achieves much greater
constructive versatility than any previous system, it comes at
the price of extremely simple connectors. Our standard block
has eight plugs on the top, and eight jacks on the bottom. The
plugs and jacks have only two conductors each, one for power
distribution and one for bidirectional signals.

Asynchronous, distributed communication: These simple
connectors make it impossible to have a common bus link-
ing all our blocks (in addition to point-to-point connections).
The software of many previous systems was simplified by us-
ing such a bus for global synchronization and communica-
tion. All communication in our block structures is based on
asynchronous message passing between physically connected
blocks.

Parallel, distributed computation of structure: Our design
goal was to build self-describing structures of up to 500
blocks. To complete the distributed computation of structure
for a 500-block model in a reasonable time we had to ex-
ploit parallelism, which further complicated an already com-
plicated distributed computation.

Automatic detailing: A modeling system that makes it easy to
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Passive blocks - Cameras

DuploTrack [Gupta et. al. UIST ’12](a) (b)

Figure 6: Models authored using our system.

if the model motion is fast. We have used our system to build
models up to 85 blocks in size. At that point the tracking
speed reduces to about 5 frames per second. Figure 6 shows a
few models that users have authored while using our system.

The bottleneck of the system is nearest neighbor correspon-
dence search in ICP alignments for tracking and candidate
evaluations. These searches can be done in parallel for 3D
points in a cloud, but we were limited by the number of
CPU threads that we could use. In the future we believe
that our system can benefit from exploiting the parallelization
potential in GPUs as shown by recent works like KinectFu-
sion [13].

We now describe a few applications of our system.

Generating Tutorials for Model Assembly
The captured assembly of a model is a sequence of add or re-
move operations. To generate an assembly tutorial, we would
like to omit any steps that involve adding and then later re-
moving a block. We delete such add/remove operations from
the representation. This may cause the remainder of the se-
quence to have block additions which do not connect to any
blocks added before them. We reorder the steps by postpon-
ing the addition of such blocks until they have a connection
with the prior model. It is easy to prove that the assembly se-
quence of any model can be reordered in this way. This rep-
resentation can then be used to then generate tutorials or ex-
planations in form of images with or without annotations [17,
19].

Ease of Sharing and Recreating Models
The captured assembly sequences from the Authoring mode
can also be used as input to our Guidance mode which uses
exactly the same hardware setup. This allows for an easier
way for people to create and share their models with other
users or save these representations for future re-creation.

Access to Virtual Replicas
The output of the Authoring mode is a virtual 3D replica of
the model. These virtual models could be used for different
purposes, e.g., as content for games and animations.

(a) Baseline interface (b) Track interface

Figure 7: Photographs of the two guidance interfaces that we
test in the user study. The Baseline interface depicts two static
views of the model. In the Track interface the orientation of
the model tracks that of the model in the user’s hand.

USER STUDY
There are many aspects of the Authoring and Guidance sys-
tem for which we can ask questions that can best be answered
by observing user behavior. In this work, we conducted a
study that focuses on the Guidance system as it can be com-
pared to other more traditional guidance modes.

In particular, we conducted a user study to focus on the dif-
ferences between two interfaces for providing instructions for
adding blocks to Duplo R� models. The first interface (Base-
line) provides two static views of the model (with the new
block) on the screen. The new block blinks, alternating be-
tween opaque and semi-transparent. These views were man-
ually chosen to give the best possible view of the new block
from two different directions. Figure 7a shows a photograph
of this system in progress. This interface is close to the cur-
rent methods found in user manuals for the assembly tasks.
The second interface, (Track), is our tracking-based system
which shows the virtual model on the screen in the same pose
as the physical model in the user’s hands. The display updates
in real-time as the user moves around the model. The block
to be added is again shown in blinking mode as in Baseline.
Figure 7b shows a screenshot of this interface. Please refer to
supplementary videos which show how participants use these
interfaces.

For Baseline, we decided against using the more traditional
way of showing before and after figures of the step. Rather,
in the two interfaces being tested, we use the same visual-
ization for the new block to be added to avoid the results
being confounded by this difference. Also, we do not use
the mistake-detection capability in Track since we wish to di-
rectly compare the instruction modes.

We conduct two tests, one in which we focus on single-block
additions, and the other on multiple sequential-block addi-
tions.
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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate a realtime system which infers and tracks
the assembly process of a snap-together block model using a
Kinect R� sensor. The inference enables us to build a virtual
replica of the model at every step. Tracking enables us to
provide context specific visual feedback on a screen by aug-
menting the rendered virtual model aligned with the physical
model. The system allows users to author a new model and
uses the inferred assembly process to guide its recreation by
others. We propose a novel way of assembly guidance where
the next block to be added is rendered in blinking mode with
the tracked virtual model on screen. The system is also able to
detect any mistakes made and helps correct them by provid-
ing appropriate feedback. We focus on assemblies of Duplo R�

blocks.

We discuss the shortcomings of existing methods of guidance
— static figures or recorded videos — and demonstrate how
our method avoids those shortcomings. We also report on a
user study to compare our system with standard figure-based
guidance methods found in user manuals. The results of the
user study suggest that our method is able to aid users’ struc-
tural perception of the model better, leads to fewer assembly
errors, and reduces model construction time.
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INTRODUCTION
Block model assembly toys have retained their popularity
over time. These are particularly liked by children who
start assembling models at an early age, developing spatial
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Figure 1: System setup. The user builds the model in the
Play area and uses the Add/Remove/Recheck boxes to interact
with the system. The Kinect R� looks down from the right and
passes the captured video/depth stream to our system to track
the model and infer the assembly process in realtime. Visual
feedback is shown on the display in front of the user.

skills useful throughout life. Lego R� and their larger cousin
Duplo R� blocks are well known snap-together blocks for as-
sembling models. These blocks are designed to be easily as-
sembled into interesting models and de-assembled for reuse.

Model assembly often follows printed step-by-step instruc-
tions as shown in Figure 3. Such step-by-step instructions
can be hard to follow and are not very robust to mistakes dur-
ing the assembly process. Also, rebuilding a model that we
created at some earlier point in time would require re-finding
the instructions. Or if we want to share our original phys-
ical models with friends who want to build a replica, there
are no easily generated instructions. We could save/share the
completed model in its physical state but then we might run
out of blocks while building more models, and even so, the
completed model serves as a poor instructional device. The
Lego Designer Tool [26] allows users to create virtual models
using a keyboard and a mouse and can then generate instruc-
tions for them. But making a model virtually can be far less
intuitive than actually making the physical model.

Ideally, we can save the construction of the model in some
digital format from which it is easy for the same user or oth-
ers to rebuild it later in future. One could take photographs
or video of the model during construction. Casually captured
videos of the construction process may be useful in guiding
the rebuilding process, but can be confusing or tedious to fol-
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Passive blocks - Capacitive Multitouch Displays

Capstones 
[Chan et. al. CHI ‘12]
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New Materials and Techniques are Needed



Magnetic Tangibles

Attachable
Hall-Sensor Grid

[Liang et al. UIST’12]
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Magnetic

Tangible Bits
[Liang et al. CHI’13]
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GaussSenseAnalog Hall-Sensor Grid
portable magnetic-field camera

Attachable
Hall-Sensor Grid

[Liang et al. UIST’12]

GaussSense
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GaussSenseMagnetic Tangibles
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[Liang et al. CHI’13]
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A technique and material that
Feasible for Designing Building Blocks by Magnets?
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Challenge on Sensing

Magnet

Analog Hall-Sensor Grid

The distribution of magnetic field may differ from 

the shape of magnetic sculpture
 

Resulting 
Magnetic Field Distribution



Analog Hall-Sensor Grid
Magnet attracting each other also counteract each other
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Firm Case

Analog Hall-Sensor Grid

Shaping the Magnetic Fields for Sensing 
Keep the construction’s magnetic field 

in the same polarity



Firm Case

Analog Hall-Sensor Grid

Shaping the Magnetic Fields for Sensing 
Keep the construction’s magnetic field 

in the same polarity



Valid magnetic-field distribution for
deriving the geometry of a magnetic construction 



3 Types of GaussBricks

3 Types of GaussBricks > Sensing Algorithm > 3 Basic Utilities > 3 Advanced Extensions



1. Construction Bricks: for additive construction



1. Construction Bricks
for addictive construction



2. Supporting Bricks: for stabilizing structures
(1x1 construction bricks)



3. Locking Bricks: reduce unwanted DOFs by locking joints

gear-shaped female connector

gear-shaped male connector



3. Locking Bricks 
rigidifying parts to reduce unwanted DOFs



Simple, Stable, and Transparent in use.



Geometry Skeleton

Sensing Algorithm

3 Types of GaussBricks > Sensing Algorithm > 3 Basic Utilities > 3 Advanced Extensions



1. contour extraction

Geometry



2. segmentation

Geometry

not stacked stacked overhanging





locking brick 

supporting brick
non-magnetic brick
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supporting bricks 
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Resolves 3D structures 
in maximum 3 levels of stacking
The uses of locking bricks do not affect sensing.
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Skeleton



Using Constrained Delaunay Triangulation

1. spine extraction

Skeleton



2. trimming and merging

Skeleton



Skeleton

3. simplifying



Skeleton

4. trimming

Result





Basic Utilities of the Magnetic Building Blocks

1 2 3

3 Types of GaussBricks > Sensing Algorithm > 3 Basic Utilities > 3 Advanced Extensions



1. Interactive Form Construction and Manipulation



1. Interactive Form Construction and Manipulation



2. Constructing Elastic Physical Structures
by utilizing repulsions and attractions



2. Constructing Elastic Physical Structures
by utilizing repulsions and attractions



3. Constructing Controllers for Near-Surface Interactions

GaussBits
Magnetic

Tangible Bits
[Liang et al. CHI’13]



3. Constructing Controllers for Near-Surface Interactions



Extending GaussBricks for More Interactivity

Actuation brick Touch brick Optic brick

1 2 3

3 Types of GaussBricks > Sensing Algorithm > 3 Basic Utilities > 3 Advanced Extensions



 1. Actuation Bricks enable Shape Changing

servo motor

top bottom

gear-shaped 
female connector

gear-shaped male connector



 1. Actuation Bricks enable Shape Changing



 1. Actuation Bricks enable Shape Changing



2. Touch Bricks enable Multitouch Inputs

top bottom

conductive coating



2. Touch Bricks enable Multitouch Inputs



2. Touch Bricks enable Multitouch Inputs



fiber optics bundle

 3. Optic Bricks enhance Display Capability



 3. Optic Bricks enable Display Capability
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